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array of hashes with nested keys I am attempting to

create an array of hashes and then parse some of the
values. The command I am running is: $ret=`find /
-mmin -100 -type f -name 'frontdoor-*.zip'`; This
returns an array of filenames as strings. I want to

parse each of the strings into a hash. The code I have
so far is: $ret=`find / -mmin -100 -type f -name

'frontdoor-*.zip'`; foreach $file (@ret) { } Once I'm
done with this I need to run some code on the

filenames. For example I want to run: zipinfo -1 $file |
grep "Packed Size" This is what I've tried so far:

foreach $file (@ret) { foreach (zipinfo -1 $file) { print
"$_ "; } } With the following output: Packed Size:

550608888 zipinfo -1 $file | grep "Packed Size" None
of my attempts to define the hash with nested keys
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have worked. When I do a print statement on each
line of $ret it only outputs one key and when I do:

foreach (zipinfo -1 $file) It does not loop. A: There are
several problems with your code. First, it's a really
stupid idea to parse filenames without some sort of
regex. Second, you used @ret which is wrong. Third,
you should use foreach file (@ret) {... } instead of for

each file (@ret) {... }. The following code works:
@ret=`find / -mmin -100 -type f -name

'frontdoor-*.zip'`; foreach $file (@ret) { foreach
(zipinfo -1 $file) { print "$_ "; } } As for the zipinfo, it's

a very bad idea to try to use this tool on filenames
because file names can have lots of special

characters. The only safe way to use it is to pipe the
zipinfo output to a file and use the proper (and much
more flexible) split command to parse it into an array.
UPDATE: @knightstalker's comment is spot on: if you

use a file name, you should use split, not zipinfo.
Here's how to make sure that zipinfo works correctly:

@ret=`find / -mmin -100 -type f -name
'frontdoor-*.zip'`; foreach $file (@ret) { split(/:/, $file);
} This should be all the fix you need. Q: How to show
MathJax at the bottom right corner of thumbnails? I

need to display MathJax at the bottom right corner of
thumbnails.
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